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Duck duck goose and larder instagram

Kyneton is a foodies paradise and Duck Duck Goose &amp; Larder is especially known as family friendly. Duck Duck Goose &amp; Larder is a luxury supermarket, providore, homewares store and café set inside a large historic building on Piper Street Kyneton. This is a great place to visit with children as spacious
outside, as well as within stroller access, high chairs and exchange facilities. Plus their flaky sausage roll is rightly famous! Baby eats his sausage roll and salad with 2.0 gusto ($12) while I tuck into pumpkin bruschetta with goat cheese, rocket, beet condiment, boiled eggs and candied prosciutto ($16). This is delicious
and fresh without being exceptional - better home cooking than fancy pants brunch. Focus on local products in café kitchen and in the kitchen stock. Coffee comes from Melbourne's Coffee Supreme and Off Grid Coffee Roasting Gisborne. Later, wander around the store, taking a few kitchen bits and bobs, and then head
out to discover miniature vines on the side of the building. Click here for more places to go with kids in Kyneton Our story started with sausages. Years ago, Tim Wilson bought three Tamworth pigs - Milly, Molly and Mandy - after because he beed interested in rare and indigenous breeds and traditional butchering
farming. In those days, there was demand for the main cuts, but he found that there was plenty of high-quality meat. What began years ago as a means of being sustainable soon became what we became known for – the art of making sausages. From farmers' markets to the re-launch of London's Borough Market, the
news quickly spread and we found our home. We have eight shops in London offering a wide range of our deli counters of high welfare, slow-grown meat and delicious cold meat, homemade salads and pastries. Our founder, Tim, farmed in North Yorkshire for many years, breeding cattle, sheep and pigs of the rare
breed. We have now put all our energy into working and supporting a network of small, like-minded sustainable manufacturers across the country and delivering the best quality and quality to our customers. INFO@DUCKDUCKGOOSEANDLARDER.COM.AU17-21 PIPER ST | KYNETON VIC 3444 | 03 54 221 653ABN |
7749521386 Copyright 2015 Duck Duck Goose &amp; Larder. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy.
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